


CONNECTED EVERYTHING
CLOUD EVERYTHING

SMART EVERYTHING
COMPUTE ANYTHING
TRANSACT ANYTHING

DATA EVERYTHING

(BE)COME ANYTHING

MAKE / PRINT ANYTHING
SEE  EVERYTHING



GOVERNMENT





Voice Interfaces (NUIs): the new normal



                                         Chatbots





We are a lot more than data!



Algorithms can outperform human intelligence when it is NOT about understanding emotions, intentions, interpretations, consciousness or self-awareness
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Technology can do great things, but it does not WANT to do great things - it doesn’t want anything!



Soon, technology will give us infinite power and allows us infinite choices. WHAT KIND OF WORLD DO WE WANT TO LIVE IN? 
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ETHICS 
is knowing the difference 

between doing what you have 
the right (or the power)  
to do and what is the  
RIGHT THING TO DO 





The more we connect with technology the more we must protect what MAKES US HUMAN



GOV



GOV



Now, a key role of government is to determine the right BALANCE between technological progress and human needs 
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Megashifts.digital A NEW RENAISSANCE is coming





Machines don’t do relationships!

PERMA via  Martin Seligman 
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Using technology, governments can and must provide EXPERIENCES to their customers i.e. citizens - not just services!

Pine & Gilmore
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Don’t just use technology to become ‘better, faster or more efficient’ - use it to DO NEW THINGS!



Future-ready government services: build ECOsystems



Future-ready government services: build ECOsystems

Hyper-collaborative & networked 
Open APIs and 3rd party applications 

Blended workforce (giggers, freelancers)  
Stakeholder value (vendors, partners, clients…)



Take a wider view of ‘digital transformation’:  Apply the 6 Future Principles 



Embrace technology 
but don’t become it!




